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QINGDAO EMPIRE-PROFESSIONAL LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTERING HOUSE & MEAT DEEP PROCESSING SOLUTIONS               

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Machine Name Automatic Livestock Killing And Carcass Processing Conveying Table 

Model QE-P104-I QE-P104-II QE-P104-III QE-S102 

 

Origin China 
Conveying Speed 6.4M/Min 
Design Principle  Electric Controlling 

Characteristic 
Which mainly used fog pig/sheep/goat killing convey、blood 
collection、pig carcass hair removed conveying.  

Operation 
Instruction  

 The machine will be installation in suitable 
position(which will be installation behind stunning 
machine in pig abattoir, and behind V-type conveying 
machine in sheep/goat abattoir), the legs of machine will 
be fixed on ground by expansion bolt 

  When the machine finished fixed then adjusted all device of 
machine for suitable situation trough tension device. which 
include chain、chain wheel. 

 Then turn on machine for debugging under free condition, 
the debugging time should continue for half to one hour 
without any problem then beginning loading livestock 

 The machine speed suitable for adjustment, so the user 
can adjustment the speed of machine base on abattoir 
capacity 

Maintain 
Instruction 

 The machine suitable used under 250C~400C condition, the 
fire、explosion hazardous、corrosive media environment is 
not good for machine using lift and safe guarantee 

 The user must check machine electric condition before 
switch on electric for safe guarantee 

 The user have to filling motor oil frequency and check 
whether there are some chain loose or broken 

 The machine forbidden maintain the machine on 
working condition 

 The machine need to be cleaning complete when 
finished per shift working  

Characteristic  Compact Structure  Smooth Transmission  Beautiful Appearance  

Electrical  
Voltage (V) Frequency (HZ) Power(KW) 

380/220 50-60 1.5 

Consumption  
Water(L/H) Compressed Air(L/T) Steam(kg/h) 

150   

Out-Size And Weight 
L(mm) W(mm) H(mm) weight(kg) 

300-8000 1100 780 About 1000Kg 
Material Stainless steel  Hot galvanized steel 

Components 
Electric Motor Mainly Frame Conveying Chain Tension Device 

Bearing Blood Collection Tank Chain Wheel  
Remark Bearing Model Z90511 Z0-513 209 


